System Accessories

Motion
Sensors

OPTIMIZE YOUR SECURITY
Create the optimal Eye Trax system to
suit your specific site needs with our
custom accessories.

Storage
Cases

Installation
Accessories

Whether extended motion detection, protection
for relocating or storing your cameras or installation
accessories, Eye Trax ensures that you get the most
from your camera system to keep your security
always in sight.

MOTION SENSORS
Remote 1-Way Sensor

Remote 4-Way Sensor

Enhance your security camera’s motion
detection with this additional sensor. Placed
within 100 feet (30 m) of the camera, the
Remote 1-Way Sensor responds to changes
in thermal activity within a 40-foot (12 m)
directional range, triggering the camera to
transmit image or video clips.

Optimize your security camera’s motion
detection with this additional sensor. Placed
within 100 feet (30 m) of the camera, the
Remote 4-Way Sensor responds to changes
in thermal activity within an 80-foot (24 m)
motion detection diameter, triggering the
camera to transmit image or video clips.

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

Power:
9V battery
(2-yr charge)

Power:
4 AA batteries
(2-yr charge)

Connection:
wireless

Connection:
wireless

Sensor Type:
Infrared (thermal)

Sensor Type:
Infrared (thermal)

Range:
40 ft. (12 m)

Range:
80 ft. (24 m) diameter

Detection Angle:
90°

Detection Angle:
360°

eyetrax.com

S TO R AG E CA S E S
Available for all Ranger, Mega and Predator camera models, this
durable storage case on wheels is fitted with custom high-density
foam to protect your camera system during relocation or storage.

I N S TA L L AT I O N A C C E S S O R I E S
Barrel Mounting Pole

Universal Pole Mount

Designed for the Ranger camera series, the
Barrel Mounting Pole is a portable temporary
installation solution Once filled, the 55-gallon
(208 L) barrel base can withstand hurricane-force
winds while keeping the camera secure at the
optimal height for motion detection.

Ideal for cylindrical poles that lack a flat surface,
the Universal Pole Mount provides a convenient
solution for mounting Eye Trax cameras.

Modular Pole System
Once secured with cement at the
desired location, the Modular Pole
System serves as a permanent
installation solution that keeps the
camera at the optimal height for
motion detection.

Barrel Mounting Pole

800.594.4157
sales@eyetrax.net
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Modular Pole System

Solar Panel Extension Wire
This weather-tested 100-foot (30 m) wire
easily connects a camera to its solar panel at
sites where the panel needs to be placed in a
different location in order to receive adequate
sun exposure.

Directional Antenna
For areas lacking adequate cellular coverage,
the Directional Antenna boosts the cellular
signal to increase data speeds for faster retrieval
of information from the camera site.

Universal Pole Mount

Solar Panel Extension Wire

Directional Antenna

Start building the optimal security camera system
for your site with Eye Trax.
CO N TAC T US TODAY.

